
 

EU prepares response to new US green
subsidy plan

February 10 2023, by Julien GIRAULT

  
 

  

European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen speaks about the EU's
plans to counter the threat from US green energy subsidies.

Confronted by competition from Washington's vast green tech
investment plan, European leaders opened the way Friday towards a
relaxation of their own restrictions on state aid.
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Meeting at their summit in Brussels, the 27 leaders agreed that a
response was necessary to counter rising energy bills and the threat of
unfair American competition.

But member states were divided on how far to go without risking a
subsidy race with Washington or causing damage to the level playing
field within their own single market.

The language adopted by the leaders in their summit statement said any
reforms to state subsidy rules should be "targeted, temporary and
proportionate".

But they said state aid "procedures need to be made simpler, faster and
more predictable, and allow for targeted, temporary and proportionate
support to be deployed speedily".

Tax credits, for example, would be focused on supporting Europe's
already planned green transition to low or zero-carbon technology—and
maintaining competitiveness.

At the EU leaders' next summit at the end of March, European
Commission president Ursula von der Leyen will have to present a
reform package that member states can agree on.

"We want to be pragmatic, it means that we are using the means that are
available," said European Council president Charles Michel, who
represents the leaders in Brussels.

"It means that we need to adapt the state aid regime but in a way that
makes sure that we defend the integrity of the single market ... and take
into account global competitiveness."

This balancing act will have to be performed by the Commission, which
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is seeking to loosen the straitjacket of anti-subsidy rules to allow states
to back EU-based businesses.

This, like the feared US Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), will focus on
green tech like solar and wind power or efforts to cut emissions and
boost efficiency in industry.

But the idea has received a cool reception among the partisans of free
markets and fans of state intervention—and between large states with
budgets to spare and smaller rivals.

'Too much?'

The summit statement stresses that, while competing with foreign rivals
is important, "The integrity of and the level playing field in the Single
Market must be maintained."

The Netherlands' Premier Mark Rutte is among those sceptical of going
too far.

"We were worried that on state aid, you would open up too much," Rutte
said.

"And that would mean that you would basically threaten to undercut one
of the things which is really working in the EU, which is the internal
markets.

"But I think it is now temporarily targeted, very much focused on the on
innovation, clean technology, the clean economy, precisely the issues
where we have to compete with US because of the inflation Reduction
Act in Washington."

European capitals fear the US subsidies for clean tech will lure
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investment across the Atlantic, and torpedo the bloc's recovery plans.

But some members fear abandoning controls on subsidy will allow big
players like France and Germany—already stepping up their own state
aid—to overwhelm smaller economies.

Subsidy controls were already loosened as part of the response to the
COVID pandemic, and countries such as Italy, Austria, Denmark and
Finland oppose making it meaningless.

"On this topic, there'll always be two for and 25 against," one European
diplomat joked—referring to Germany and France's ability to back their
own firms.

France and Germany are not in agreement, however, about new joint
financing schemes.

Here, Paris sides with Rome and others in promoting new shared
investment funds to pool European investment to boost industry and
fight off US and Chinese competitors.

Fund only 'noted'

Von der Leyen has promised to draw up a blueprint within the next five
months for a so-called "Sovereignty Fund" to fund joint investment in
strategic businesses.

But Germany and other net contributors to EU funds—such as Sweden
or Austria—oppose joint borrowing or increased EU membership
contributions to pay for it.

In the statement, agreed after a summit that went late into the night and
on into the early hours of Friday, the members agreed to only to "take
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note" of the idea.

And even France's President Emmanuel Macron, the Sovereignty Fund's
great champion, admitted that Europe could find enough funding to
respond to the US plan within the existing pool.
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